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Abstract

represent the temporal relations in a text as a Temporal Dependency Tree (TDT) structure (Zhang
and Xue, 2018b). TDT models all time expressions and events in a text as “nodes” in a dependency tree, and temporal relations between each
time/event and its parent time/event as “edges” in
the tree. Figure 1 gives an example text and its
TDT. Each (parent, child) pair in Figure 1 is annotated with a temporal relation. The number of
temporal relations that need to be annotated in a
text is therefore linear to the number of events and
time expressions in a text, making the annotation
task feasible. At the same time, additional temporal relations can be inferred as needed based on
the TDT structure. For example, in Figure 1 since
“1918” includes the “born” event and “1929” includes the “won” event, it can be inferred that the
“born” event occurred before the “won” event.
By providing annotators with detailed guidelines and training them in multiple iterations,
Zhang and Xue (2018b) have shown that the TDT
representation can be annotated with high interannotator agreement. Zhang and Xue (2018a)
further show that a neural ranking model can
be successfully trained on the corpus. However,
this “traditional” approach to annotation is timeconsuming and expensive. The question we want
to answer in this paper is whether TDT can be
performed with crowdsourcing, a method that has
gained popularity as a means to acquire linguistically annotated data quickly and cost-effectively
for NLP research.
Crowdsourcing has been used to annotate data
for a wide range of NLP tasks that include question answering, word similarity, text entailment,
word sense disambiguation, machine translation,
information extraction, summarization, and semantic role labeling (Snow et al., 2008; Finin
et al., 2010; Zaidan and Callison-Burch, 2011;
Lloret et al., 2013; Rajpurkar et al., 2018). The

Temporal Dependency Trees are a structured
temporal representation that represents temporal relations among time expressions and
events in a text as a dependency tree structure. Compared to traditional pair-wise temporal relation representations, temporal dependency trees facilitate efficient annotations,
higher inter-annotator agreement, and efficient
computations. However, annotations on temporal dependency trees so far have only been
done by expert annotators, which is costly and
time-consuming. In this paper, we introduce a
method to crowdsource temporal dependency
tree annotations, and show that this representation is intuitive and can be collected with high
accuracy and agreement through crowdsourcing. We produce a corpus of temporal dependency trees, and present a baseline temporal
dependency parser, trained and evaluated on
this new corpus.

1

Introduction

Temporal relation extraction is an important NLP
task for a range of downstream applications, such
as question answering, summarization, and storyline generation. This task has attracted a significant amount of research interest (Pustejovsky
et al., 2003a; Verhagen et al., 2007, 2010; UzZaman et al., 2012; Bethard et al., 2016, 2017;
Dligach et al., 2017; Leeuwenberg and Moens,
2017; Ning et al., 2017, 2018a,b; Zhang and Xue,
2018a,b). One practical challenge in temporal relation extraction is to represent the temporal relations in a text in a way that is feasible for manual annotation and producing training data for machine learning models. Given a text
of n events
n
and time expressions, there are 2 possible relations if the temporal relation between all pairs
of events and time expressions is annotated. This
quickly becomes infeasible even for a text of modest length. One way to address this problem is to
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2

key to acquiring high quality data via crowdsourcing is to make sure that the tasks are intuitive or can be decomposed into intuitive subtasks. In this paper, we show that it is possible to
acquire high quality temporal dependency structures through crowdsourcing, and that a temporal
dependency parser can be successfully trained on
crowdsourced TDTs.

2.1

The main contributions of this paper are: (1)
we introduce an effective approach to crowdsource
structured temporal annotations, a relatively complex annotation task; (2) we build an English
temporal dependency tree corpus through crowdsourcing that we plan to make publicly available;
and (3) we experiment with automatic temporal
dependency parsers on this new corpus and report
competitive results.

2.2

He was borne1 in 1918t1. It wase2 a tough
time for his family. Later, he startede3
school at the Central Elementary. He
wone4 a school prize in 1929t2.

2.3

ROOT

t1:1918
includes

Crowdsourcing Design

For the full temporal dependency tree annotation,
in order to simplify the questions/instructions to
crowd workers, we split the task of annotating a
full dependency tree into (1) finding the “parent”
for each individual event, and then (2) deciding
the temporal relation between the “parent” and the
event. A crowd worker is given a text with a highlighted target event and a list of candidate parent
time expressions and events. The job of the crowd
worker is to select one parent from the given list
of candidates, and label the temporal relation between the parent and the target event. For relationonly annotation, a crowd worker is presented a text
with the target event and its parent highlighted.
The job of the worker is to decide the temporal

Present
_Ref

t2:1929
includes

e1:born
overlap

Annotation Tasks

We set up two annotation tasks. The first is
full temporal dependency tree annotation, where
crowd workers need to annotate both the dependency tree structure and the temporal relations
between each parent and child. The second is
relation-only annotation, where crowd workers are
given the gold temporal dependency trees and their
job is just to label the temporal relation for each
parent-child pair.

Example text:

depend-on

Data Setup

Our TDT annotations are performed on top of the
TimeBank corpus (Pustejovsky et al., 2003b), with
time expressions and events already extracted.
Following (Zhang and Xue, 2018b), we focus only
on events that are matrix verbs (i.e. main verbs)
in a sentence. In order to extract matrix verbs,
we use the gold constituent trees for the part of
TimeBank that overlaps with the Penn Treebank,
and parse the rest of TimeBank with the Berkeley
Neural Parser (Kitaev and Klein, 2018). All time
expressions in TimeBank are kept.
To facilitate quality control in crowdsourcing
and agreement evaluation, we distinguish two subsets of the TimeBank dataset: (1) TB-small is
a small subset of 10 short Wall Street Journal
news documents with 59 matrix verbs. (2) TBdense consists of the same 36 documents as in the
TimeBank-Dense corpus (Cassidy et al., 2014).
It contains 654 matrix verbs. TB-small and TBdense are annotated by both crowd workers and
experts.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
We first explain in detail how we set up this dependency tree crowdsourcing annotation task (§2). In
(§3) we present experimental results that show that
if temporal dependency structures are broken into
smaller subtasks, high inter-annotator agreement
can be achieved. In (§4), we show that crowdsource data can be used to successfully train temporal dependency parsers, including an attentionbased neural model (§4). We discuss related work
(§5) and conclude with future work (§6).

DCT

Crowdsourcing Tasks Setup

e4:won

before

e2:was
e3:started

Figure 1: Example text and its temporal dependency
tree. The nodes in blue are meta nodes (e.g., document creation time “DCT”, present reference time
“Present Ref”, etc.), the nodes in orange are time expressions, and the nodes in green are events.
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relation between the two. See Appendix A for example crowdsourcing instructions and questions.
Following standard crowdsourcing quality control, we perform a qualifying test on both annotation tasks. Any crowd worker who wants to work
on these tasks needs to complete annotations on
TB-small and reach at least 70% accuracy against
the expert gold annotation. We also perform a
surviving test on the relation-only annotation task.
Crowd workers have to maintain at least a cumulative accuracy of 70% for their annotation. Workers
with a lower accuracy will get blocked from the
task and all of their annotations will be discarded.
Every annotation is completed by at least 3 annotators and the majority vote is the final annotation.

3

scores. WAWA indicates the average number of
crowd worker responses agreed with the aggregate
answer (i.e. majority aggregation for each annotation instance), representing the agreements among
crowd workers and how consistent their annotations are with each other.
As shown in the table, high accuracies and
agreements are achieved for both the subtasks of
structure annotation and relation-only annotation
(above 80%).
Statistics on our corpus and other similar
TimeBank-based temporal relation corpora are
presented in Table 2. As the number of temporal relations is linear to the number of events and
time expressions in a text, fewer temporal relations
need to be annotated in our corpus. In comparison, the recently crowdsourced temporal structure
corpus MATRES (Ning et al. (2018a), see Section 5 for more details) only annotates verb events
in a document while TB-dense annotates a larger
number of time expressions and events in a much
smaller number of documents. Our corpus retains
the full set of TimeBank time expressions and covers comparable number of events as MATRES. We
pay $0.01 for each individual annotation and the
entire TimeBank TDT annotation cost about $300
in total.

Annotation Experiments

Crowdsourcing annotations on the full TimeBank
corpus was performed. We report Inter-Annotator
Agreement (IAA) scores in Table 1.

Crowd v.s. Expert
Crowd IAA

UAA
.82
.81

LOA
.83
.85

LAA
.53
.52

Table 1: Inter-Annotator Agreement scores between
crowdsourced and expert annotations, and IAAs among
crowd worker annotations.

TimeBank
TB-Dense
MATRES
This work

First, crowdsourced majority annotations on
TB-dense are evaluated against expert annotations, representing the quality of the crowdsourced
data. For this comparison, the standard dependency parsing evaluation metrics (Kübler et al.,
2009) are used as our IAA scores: structureonly annotation subtask is evaluated with the
Unlabeled Attachment Agreement (UAA) score,
relation-only annotation subtask is evaluated with
the Label Only Agreement (LOA) score, and full
pipeline annotation is evaluated with the Labeled
Attachment Agreement (LAA) score.
Second, crowd worker annotations are compared against each other, indicating the difficulty,
consistency, and confidence of the crowdsourced
data. Since crowd workers annotate isolated
events/times instead of full dependency structures,
the standard dependency parsing metrics are not
applicable for this comparison1 . Therefore, we
adopt the Worker Agreements With Aggregate
(WAWA) metric (Ning et al., 2018a) as our IAA

Docs
183
36
275
183

Timex
1,414
289
1,414

Events
7,935
1,729
1,790
2,691

Rels
6,418
12,715
13,577
4,105

Table 2: Documents, timex, events, and temporal relation statistics in various temporal corpora.

4

System Experiments

We experiment with a state-of-the-art attentionbased neural temporal dependency parser (Zhang
and Xue, 2018a)2 on our newly annotated data.
Our training data consists of two parts. The first
part is the crowdsourced temporal dependency annotations over the TimeBank documents (excluding documents that are in the dev and test sets in
the TimeBank-Dense corpus3 ). The second part
is our expert-annotated TDTs on the TimeBankDense training set documents. The parser is tuned
2
https://github.com/yuchenz/tdp_
ranking
3
Standard TimeBank-Dense train/dev/test split can be
found in Cassidy et al. (2014).

1
And for the same reason, Cohen’s kappa and Fleiss’
kappa scores are not applicable here either.
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news websites. Their experiments show that the
large crowdsourced data improved classifier performance significantly. However, both of these
works focused on pair-wise temporal relations and
didn’t experiment with crowdsourcing more complex temporal structures. Vempala and Blanco
(2018) uses a crowdsourcing approach to collect
temporal and spatial knowledge. However, they
first automatically generated such knowledge and
then used crowdsourcing to either validate or discard these automatically generated information,
and crowdsourcing was not utilized to do annotation from scratch.
Ning et al. (2018a) proposed a “multi-axis” representation of temporal relations in a text, and published the MATRES corpus by annotating “multiaxis” temporal structures on top of the TempEval3 data through crowdsourcing. In this representation, events are annotated on different “axes” according to their eventuality types, and for events
on the same axis, pair-wise temporal relations are
annotated. Their annotation task is broken down
to two smaller subtasks too. In the first subtask,
crowd workers annotate whether an event is on a
given axis. In the second subtask, crowd workers
annotate the temporal relations between pairs of
events on the same axis. The main differences between their work and ours are as follows. First,
they only model events, excluding time expressions which are important temporal components
in text too. Second, our temporal dependency tree
representation is very different from their multiaxis temporal representation, which requires different crowdsourcing task designs. In their first
subtask, crowd workers need to distinguish different eventuality types, while our annotation experiments show that crowd workers can also consistently recognize “parents” as defined in Zhang and
Xue (2018b) for given events.

and evaluated on our expert TDT annotations on
the TimeBank-Dense dev and test sets, respectively. This neural model represents words with biLSTM vectors and uses an attention-based mechanism to represent multi-word time expressions and
events.
We also experiment with two baseline parsers
from Zhang and Xue (2018a): (1) a simple baseline that takes an event’s immediate previous time
expression or event as its parent and assigns the
majority “overlap” as the temporal relation between them; and (2) a logistic regression model
that represents time expressions and events with
their time/event type features, lexical features, and
distance features. Table 3 shows the performance
of these systems on our data.

Model
Simple Baseline
LogReg Baseline
Neural Model

Structure
-only F
dev test
.43 .42
.64 .70
.75 .79

Structure +
Relation F
dev
test
.15
.18
.26
.29
.53
.60

Table 3: Parsing results of the simple baseline, logistic regression baseline, and the neural temporal dependency model.

Improved performance over the simple baseline with both the LogReg system and the Neural system show that temporal dependency information can be learned from this crowdsourced
corpus. Comparisons between the LogReg baseline and the Neural model show that the Neural model adapts better to new data sets than the
LogReg model with manually-crafted languagespecific features.

5

Related Work

Although crowdsourcing is widely used in other
NLP tasks, there have been only a few temporal
relation annotation tasks via crowdsourcing. The
first attempt on crowdsourcing temporal relation
annotations is described in Snow et al. (2008).
They selected a restricted subset of verb events
from TimeBank and performed strict before/after
temporal relation annotation through crowdsourcing. They reported high agreements showing that
simple temporal relations are crowdsourceable.
Ng and Kan (2012) adopts the TimeML representation from the TimeBank, and crowdsourced temporal annotations on news articles crawled from

6

Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we introduce a crowdsourcing approach for acquiring annotations on a relatively
complex NLP concept – temporal dependency
structures. We build the first English temporal dependency tree corpus through high quality
crowdsourcing. Our system experiments show
that competitive temporal dependency parsers can
be trained on our newly collected data. In future work, we plan to crowdsource more TDT data
across different domains.
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A

Appendix: Example Crowdsourcing Instructions and Questions

Figure 2: Example crowdsourcing instructions and questions for full structure and relation annotation.
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Figure 3: Example crowdsourcing instructions and questions for relation only annotation.
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